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1. INTRODUCTION
w xLet k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Let k x, y
w y1 xbe a polynomial ring in two variables x, y over k, let A s k x, y, f for
w xan irreducible element f of k x, y , and let X s Spec A. The purpose of
 .the present article is to determine a pair X, f with an etale endomor-Â
phism a : X “ X which is not an automorphism. Choose such a pair
 .X, f with an etale endomorphism a of X as an algebraic variety.Â
 .Since a is not an automorphism, k X - 2 by the following result of
w xIitaka 10 :
LEMMA 1.1. Let X be a nonsingular algebraic ¤ariety with logarithmic
Kodaira dimension equal to dim X. Let a : X “ X be a quasi-finite endo-
morphism. Then a is an automorphism.
A main part of the present article is devoted to classifying all the pairs
 .X, f as above up to isomorphisms when the logarithmic Kodaira dimen-
 .sion k X F 1 and to determining all etale endomorphisms associated toÂ
 .each possible pair X, f in the classification list. In fact, there is one case
  . .case 3 of Theorem 3.7 where we have to assume an extra condition.
Among others, we mention the following two results which will be proved
later and which concern the existence of etale finite endomorphisms:Â
 .THEOREM 1.2. Assume that k X s y‘. After a suitable change of
w xcoordinates of k x, y , we ha¤e f s x. Then an etale endomorphism a of XÂ
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w xhas the following associated algebra homomorphism a*: k x, y, 1rx “
w xk x, y, 1rx
x m
na* x s cx , a* y s , .  . rx y q g x .
 . w xwhere c g k, c / 0, r g Z, r G 0, and g x g k x . The endomorphism a is
then a finite etale endomorphism.Â
 .THEOREM 1.3. Suppose k X G 0. Then X has no etale finite endomor-Â
phisms unless X is isomorphic to the surface A2 y F , where F is a cur¤e on0 0
2 m n  .A defined by y y x s 0 for positi¤e integers m, n with gcd m, n s 1. For
this surface X, all etale endomorphisms of X are finite, and there exists anÂ
etale endomorphism of X whose degree exceeds an arbitrarily gi¤en integer.Â
We fix the notation and give some of the results to be used later. For
l g k, F denotes an affine curve defined by f s l. Then a family ofl
  .4 2curves L s F ; f s l l g k is called a linear pencil on A defined by f.l k
Let f A2 “ A1 be the associated morphism. Then f restricted on XL
induces a morphism w : X “ A1#.
w xWe recall the following well-known result 10, 11 .
LEMMA 1.4. Let s : X “ Y be a dominant morphism of algebraic ¤ari-
y1 .eties X, Y. Assume that a general fiber X s s y of s o¤er a general pointy
y g Y is an irreducible cur¤e. Then we ha¤e the following inequalities for the
logarithmic Kodaira dimensions:
k X G k Y q k X 1 .  .  . .y
dim Y q k X G k X . 2 .  . .y
Applying Lemma 1.4 to the morphism w : X “ A1#, we obtain the
inequalities
11 q k F G k X G k A # q k F . .  .  . .
 .2. CASE k X s y‘
First of all, we remark that the hypothesis that f is irreducible is not
 .necessary in the present case k X s y‘. In fact, we have the following
w xresult 14 .
 .LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that k X s y‘ and that one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
 .1 X is irrational but not elliptic ruled;
 .  .   . .2 G X, O * / k* and rank G X, O *rk* G 2 if X is rational.X X
Then an etale endomorphism f : X “ X is an automorphism.Â
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2  .Since X s A y F , X is a rational surface and G X, O *rk* isk 0 X
generated by prime factors of f. By the above lemma, rank
  . .G X, O *rk* s 1 provided a is not an automorphism. So, f is irre-X
1 1 1 4  .ducible. Furthermore, since P y 0, ‘ s A # and k A # s 0, we have
1 .  .k F s y‘ by the formula 1 , where F is a general fiber of w : X “ A #.
Furthermore, the second theorem of Bertini implies that F is a smooth
curve. Hence F ( A1. Here, we shall use the embedded line theorem of
w xAbhyanker-Moh 1 .
LEMMA 2.2. Let C ; A2 be an irreducible cur¤e isomorphic to A1. Then
2 w x w xthere exist coordinates u, ¤ on A such that k x, y s k u, ¤ and C is defined
by u s 0.
By the above lemma, we may assume that a general fiber F of w, i.e., Fl
for l g k, is defined by u s 0. Then the curve F defined by f s 0 is0
defined by u q l s 0. So, F ( A1. We may assume that f s x. Hence,0
after a change of variables, the coordinate ring A of X is isomorphic to
w x 1 1k x, y, 1rx . Then X ( A # = A .
We shall show that a* is written as stated in Theorem 1.2, where a* is
the algebra homomorphism of the coordinate ring corresponding to a
given etale endomorphism a of X. Note that the multiplicative group A*Â
of invertible elements of A is generated by k* and the element x. Since
a* induces a multiplicative group homomorphism from A* to A*, we may
write
w x , y .
na* x s cx , a* y s , .  . mx
 . w xwhere w x, y g k x, y , c g k*, n, m g Z, n / 0, m G 0. Then we obtain
the following matrix relation for the differentials:
ncx ny1 0
m my1 ww x y mw x yda* x . x dxs .m2 m  /dy /da* y xx .  0
Since a* is unramified, the determinant of this matrix must be an
invertible element of A. Hence we have
wyny1 lncx s c9x for some c9 g k* and l g Z.mx
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Namely, we have
c9
lqmynq1w s x with l q m y n q 1 G 0.y nc
This implies that
r w xw ; x y q g x with r s l q m y n q 1 G 0 and g x g k x , .  .
 .where ; means that w x, y is determined by the right side up to an
w xelement of k*. Furthermore, we shall show that k x, y, 1rx is integral
w  .  .  .xover k a* x , a* y , 1ra* x . From the above arguments, we have
r1 x y q g x 1 .
nk a* x , a* y , s k x , , . .  . m na* x x x .
Note that
rx y q g x 1 1 .
k x , , s k x , y , .mx x x
w y1 x w  .  .  .y1 xHence k x, y, x is integral over k a* x , a* y , a* x . So, a* is a
finite etale endomorphism. This completes a proof of Theorem 1.2.Â
 .3. CASE k X G 0
Since X s A2 y F , X is a smooth affine rational surface. Furthermore,0
w x  .since A s k x, y, 1rf is factorial, it follows that Pic X s 0.
 .  .We consider first the case k X s 0. Applying the addition formula 1
of Lemma 1.4 to the morphism w : X “ A1#, we have
10 s k X G k F q k A # , .  .  .
1 .where F is a general fiber of w. If k F s y‘ then F is isomorphic to A
1  .and w becomes an A -fibration, which implies that k X s y‘, a contra-
1 1 .  .diction. So, k F s 0 because k A # s 0. Hence w is an A #-fibration. In
accordance with the later use of notation, we denote it by r : X “ B,
where B ( A1#.
 .Next consider the case k X s 1. We need the following lemma of
w x w xKawamata 12 ; see also Gurjar and Miyanishi 8, Lemma 10 :
 .LEMMA 3.1. Let X be an affine smooth rational surface with k X s 1.
Then there exists a morphism r : X “ B onto a nonsingular rational cur¤e B
which defines a twisted or untwisted A1#-fibration.
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1  .So, we have an A #-fibration r : X “ B in both cases k X s 0 and
1 .  .k X s 1. In the case where r is a twisted A #-fibration, Pic X contains
w x  .  .a nonzero 2-torsion element 7, Proof of Lemma 3.2 . Since Pic X s 0
in the present case, the A1#-fibration r must be untwisted.
 .We shall show in the case k X s 1 that
B ( P1 , A1 or A1#.
Since B is rational, B is isomorphic to P1 minus n points. Since f is
 .  .irreducible, rank G X, O *rk* s 1. If n G 3, then rank G B, O *rk* GX B
 .  .42. Since G B, O *rk* is a subgroup of G X, O rk*, this is a contradic-B X
tion. So, n F 2. This implies the above assertion. Before going further, we
present the following result:
LEMMA 3.2. Let r : X “ B be the A1#-fibration as abo¤e. Let a : X “ X
be a dominant endomorphism. In each of the following cases, there exists then
an endomorphism b : B “ B such that r ( a s b ( r :
 .1 The morphism r coincides with the morphism w defined by the
 4pencil f s l; l g k* .
 .  .2 k X s 1 and a is finite and etale.Â
 .Proof. 1 Let a*: A “ A be the associated k-homomorphism. Since
 .  . na* f is invertible in A, we may write a* f s cf with c g k* and
w y1 x w y1 xn / 0. Define an endomorphism b : Spec k t, t “ Spec k t, t by
 . nb * t s ct . Then r ( a s b ( r.
1 .  .2 Note that in the case k X s 1 the A #-fibration r : X “ B is
uniquely determined by the surface X by virtue of Lemma 3.3 below. Let
F be a general fiber of r. Since F ( A1# and since the pull-back of A1# by
an etale finite morphism is a disjoint union of the curves isomorphic toÂ
1 1 y1 .A #, it follows from the uniqueness of the A #-fibration on X that a F
1 Äconsists of finitely many fibers of r for the upper X. Let b : B “ B be
the normalization of B in the function field of the upper X. Then there
Ä Äexists a morphism r : X “ B such that r ( a s b ( r and the generalÄ Ä
fibers of r are isomorphic to A1# by the above observation. By using theÄ
1 Äuniqueness of the A #-fibration on X we know that B s B and r s r.Ä
Hence a general fiber F on the upper X maps to a general fiber of r onu
the lower X. Q.E.D.
We made use of the following result in the proof of the previous lemma.
 .LEMMA 3.3. Let X be a smooth algebraic surface with k X s 1, and let
1  .r : X “ B be an A #-fibration. Let V, D be a pair of a smooth projecti¤e
1  .For an endomorphism a : X “ X we call the source X resp. the target X the upper
 .resp. the lower X.
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surface and an effecti¤e reduced di¤isor with simple normal crossings such that
V y D s X and the A1#-fibration extends to a P1-fibration p: V “ C, where
< C is a smooth projecti¤e cur¤e containing B as an open set. Then dim n D q
. < <  . <K ) 0 for some n ) 0 and the mo¤able part of n D q K is composedV V
of the pencil associated with the fibration p: V “ C.
 .  .Proof. By the hypothesis k X s 1 there exist a pair V, D as above
<  . <and an integer n ) 0 such that dim n D q K ) 0 and the movable partV
<  . <M of the linear system n D q K is composed of a pencil. It suffices toV
 .show that F ? G s 0 for a general fiber F of p and a general member G
of M. Note that the fiber F is the closure of a general fiber F of r in V
 .and that F consists of F and two smooth points on D. Hence F ? D s 2.
2 .  .   ..Since F s 0, we have F ? K s y2. Hence F ? n D q K s 0.V V
<  . <  .Write n D q K s M q H, where H is the fixed part. Then F ? M G 0V
 .  .and F ? H G 0. Hence we have F ? G s 0. Q.E.D.
Now we shall determine the standard forms of f. We have two cases
which we consider below separately.
 . 1 2I Case r extends to an A #-fibration on A ,
 . 1 2II Case r does not extend to an A #-fibration on A .
2 Ä .In the case I , let r : A “ B be the extension of r. Then F cannotÄ 0
meet the general fibers of r. Indeed, if it meets a general fiber, some moreÄ
points are deleted from A1#, which is not the case. So, F is isomorphic to0
either A1# or an irreducible component of a singular fiber of r. We call anÄ
w xelement f g k x, y a generically rational polynomial with n places at infinity
if a general fiber of the morphism f : A2 “ A1 associated with a pencilL
 4L s f s l; l g k is a rational curve with n places at infinity. Assume
that F ( A1#. Then f is a generically rational polynomial with two places0
w xat infinity. We recall the following lemma of Saito 13, Theorem 2.3; 16 .
w xLEMMA 3.4. Let f be a generically rational polynomial in k x, y with two
places at infinity. Then, after a suitable change of coordinates, f is reduced to
either one of the following two forms:
 . a b  .1 f ; x y q 1, where a, b ) 0 and gcd a, b s 1.
 . a l  ..b  .2 f ; x x y q p x q 1, where a, b, l ) 0, gcd a, b s 1 and
 . w x  .  .p x g k x with deg p x - l and p 0 / 0.
These two cases in the above lemma give two cases to consider in the
 .case I .
Next suppose that F is isomorphic to an irreducible component of a0
singular fiber of r. Given an A1# fibration, we can classify all possibleÄ
w xtypes of singular fibers by the following lemma of Miyanishi 14 .
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LEMMA 3.5. Let r : X “ B be an A1#-fibration on an affine smooth
surface X o¤er a smooth cur¤e B, and let S be a singular fiber of r. Then S is
written as a di¤isor in the form S s G q D, where
 . 11 G s 0 or G s aG with a G 1 and G ( A # or G s a G q a G ,1 1 1 1 2 2
where a G 1, a G 1, G ( G ( A1 and G and G meet each other trans¤er-1 2 1 2 1 2
sally in one point;
 .2 D G 0 and Supp D is a disjoint union of connected components
isomorphic to A1 pro¤ided D ) 0.
From the above result, F is isomorphic to A1# or A1. Note that a0
2general member of r : A “ B is defined by g s 0, where g is a generically
rational polynomial with two places at infinity. Hence we may assume that
g has one of the forms in Lemma 3.4. The singular fiber of r containing
a b a l  ..bF as an irreducible component is defined by x y s 0 or x x y q p x0
1 l  .s 0. If F ( A #, then f is an irreducible factor x y q p x s 0, which is0
a generically rational polynomial with two places at infinity. If F ( A1, we0
w x 1have A s k x, y, 1rx by the theorem of Abhyankar and Moh and X ( A
1  .= A #. Hence we have k X s y‘, which is a contradiction. So, the case
F ( A1 is excluded.0
 . 1Next we consider the case II where r does not extend to an A #-fibra-Ä
tion on A2. We have the following two cases to consider:
 . 1 21 The case where r can be extended to an A -vibration r : A “ B.Ä
<Then F is necessarily a cross section of r. Indeed, r : F “ B isÄ Ä F0 00
injective and F is smooth. Since the general fiber of r is isomorphic to A1,Ä0
we may assume that it is defined by x s l. The curve x s l meets the
 .  .cross-section f x, y s 0 at one point. So, f l, y s 0 has only one solu-
tion. Write
f x , y s a x y n q a x y ny1 q ??? qa x , .  .  .  .0 1 n
 .  . w x  .  .where a x , . . . , a x g k x and a x / 0. Then a l / 0 for a gen-0 n 0 0
 .  .  .eral element l g k. Hence we have n s 1. So, f x, y s a x y q a x , w0 1
  ..  ..  .  .here gcd a x , a x s 1 because f x, y is irreducible. Write a x s0 1 1
 .  .  .  .  .  .q x a x q b x with deg b x - deg a x . By replacing y by y q q x ,0 1 1 0
 .  .  .we may assume that deg a x - deg a x . Suppose a x has a single1 0 0
 . mlinear factor. Then we may assume that a x s x after a change of0
variable. Write
a x s b x n q b x ny1 q ??? qb x r q c, .1 0 1 nyr
 .where b , b , c g k* and m ) n G r ) 0 if deg a x ) 0. Then f is0 nyr 1
written as
f s x r x my r y q p x q c, . .
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 .  .  .where deg p x - m y r and p 0 / 0 provided deg a x ) 0. Hence f is1
 .  .reduced to either one of the cases 1 and 2 of Lemma 3.4. So, we may
 .assume furthermore that a x has two or more distinct linear factors.0
 . 22 The case where the closures of the general fibers of r in A have
one common point P which lies on the curve F . Let S be the closure of a0
 4general fiber S of r. Then S s S j P , where the point P is a one-place
point of S. Therefore S is a topologically contractible curve. Then the
 w x.following lemma of Lin and Zaidenberg cf. 9 is available:
LEMMA 3.6. Let C ; A2 be an irreducible algebraic cur¤e which is
topologically contractible.2 Then there exist affine coordinates x, y on A2 such
that in terms of these coordinates C is defined by an equation x m s y n, where
 .gcd m, n s 1.
m nSo, we may assume that S is defined by x y l y s 0, where l g k,
1 1  4and the point P is the point of origin. If l moves in P s A j ‘ , the
 m n 14 2curves x y l y s 0; l g P is a linear pencil on A parametrized by
P1. Since the curve F is irreducible and reduced, we may assume that0
f s x m y y n.
Summarizing the above arguments, we have
 .THEOREM 3.7. Suppose that k X G 0. Then, after a suitable change of
 .coordinates x, y, the polynomial f x, y is reduced to one of the following
forms:
 . 1I The case where the gi¤en A #-fibration r : X “ B extends to an
1 2 ÄA #-fibration r : A “ B.Ä
 . a b  .1 f ; x y q 1, where a, b ) 0 and gcd a, b s 1. In this case,
Ä 1 1B ( A and B ( A #.
 . a l  ..b  .2 f ; x x y q p x q 1, where a, b, l ) 0, gcd a , b s 1, and
Ä 1 . w x  .  .p x g k x with deg p x - l andp 0 / 0. In this case, B ( A and
B ( A1#.
 . 1II The case where the gi¤en A #-fibration r : X “ B is no extended to
an A1#-fibration on A2.
 .  .  .   .  ..  .3 f ; a x y q a x , gcd a x , a x s 1, where deg a x -0 1 0 1 1
 .  .deg a x and a x has two or more distinct linear factors. In this case, the0 0
1 1 2 Ä ÄA #-fibration r : X “ B extends to an A -fibration r : A “ B, where B sÄ
B ( A1.
 . m n  .4 f ; x y y , gcd m, n s 1. In this case, the closures of the
1  m n 4fibers of the A #-fibration r : X “ B form a linear pencil x y l y s 0
2 In algebraic terms, we may say that C is a rational curve with a unique place at infinity
and a unique one-place singular point P.
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1  4parametrized by l g P s k j ‘ , which has the point origin as a base point.
Ä 1 1Furthermore, B ( P and B ( A .
In the rest of this section, we determine the Kodaira dimension of X in
each of the above four cases. We recall necessary definitions and results.
Let V be a nonsingular projective surface and let D be a reduced effective
divisor with simple normal crossings. We set X [ V y D. Let P be a
point on D lying on one and only one irreducible component of D. Let s :
 .V 9 “ V be the blowing-up of the point P and let E be the resulting y1
curve on V 9. Let D9 be the proper transform of D on V 9 and let
X 9 s V 9 y D9. We say that X 9 is obtained from X by a half-point
attachment. We also say that X is obtained from X 9 by a half-point
w xdetachment. See 6 for the definition.
 .  .LEMMA 3.8. In the case 1 of Theorem 3.7, k X s 1 pro¤ided a ) 1
 .and b ) 1, while k X s 0 pro¤ided a s 1 or b s 1.
Proof. Let
F X , Y , Z s X aY b q Zaqb .
be the homogenization of the polynomial f s x a y b q 1 and let C be the
2  . 2  .curve on P defined by F X, Y, Z s 0. Then X s P y C q l , where‘
  .4l is the line at infinity. The pencil L s f ; f s l l g k is cut out onl‘
2 2  .A by the pencil L on P , which is spanned by C and a q b l . The‘
 .  .pencil L has the base points centered at the points 1, 0, 0 and 0, 1, 0 .
We shall eliminate the base points. The blowing-ups centered at these
base points do not change the affine part X. Let V be the projective
surface obtained by these blowing-ups and let D be the boundary of X,
Ä 1i.e., D s V y X. Then the proper transform L of L defines a P -fibration
p: V “ P1 on V and D contains two cross sections M , M and two0 1
complete fibers G and G of the P1-fibration which come from the curve0 ‘
C and the line at infinity l . Furthermore, the curve f s 1 on X gives rise‘
 .to a third singular fiber G of the fibration p. Note that the contraction1
 .of a y1 curve in D, which does not break the normal crossing property,
 w x.does not change the Kodaira dimension of X cf. 15 . Similarly, the
blowing-up of a point on D does not alter the Kodaira dimension. Hence,
by applying the blowing-ups and blowing-downs, especially the elementary
transformation for a P1-fibration, we may assume that the fibers G and0
 2 .  2 .G are smooth fibers, that M s 0 and M F y1, and that the‘ 0 1
 .singular fiber G has a linear chain as its dual graph and contains no y11
curves except possibly for the components C , C defined by x s 0 and1 2
 .y s 0. Then, in the fiber G , either C or C is a y1 curve. Suppose C1 1 2 1
 .is a y1 curve. Then we may contract C without changing the Kodaira1
 .dimension by a half-point detachment . In fact, let f : V “ V be the
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 .  .contraction of C and let D s f# D . Then f * D s D q C and K s1 1 V
 .  . f * K q C . Hence D q K s f * D q K , which implies that k V yV 1 V V
.  .D s k V y D . So, we may assume that the fiber G leaves only one1
component, say A, in the affine part X. If the component A has multiplic-
 .ity 1 in the fiber, there exists another y1 curve in the fiber. Let a be the
multiplicity of A. Note that the boundary divisor D now consists of M ,0
M , G , G and the irreducible components of G except for A. By an1 0 ‘ 1
w xargument similar to the one in 15, p. 96 , we then have
1
D q K G 1 y G ,V 0 /a
where we note that G is considered to be a general fiber of the0
1  .P -fibration p. If a ) 1 this implies that k X s 1. Suppose a s 1. Then
1 1  .G is already a smooth fiber and X y C ( A # = A #. So, k X s 0.1 1
Q.E.D.
 .  .LEMMA 3.9. In the case 2 of Theorem 3.7, k X s 1 pro¤ided b ) 1
 .and k X s 0 pro¤ided b s 1.
 .Proof. The proof is similar to the previous case. Let F X, Y, Z be the
a l  ..bhomogenization of the polynomial f s x x y q p x q 1 with x s XrZ
and y s YrZ. Consider a linear pencil L on the projective plane P 2
 .   . .spanned by the curve C defined by F X, Y, Z s 0 and a q l q 1 b l .‘
 .  .The pencil L has base points centered at 1, 0, 0 and 0, 1, 0 . By eliminat-
ing the base points via the blowing-ups centered at these points, we obtain
a nonsingular projective surface V and the boundary divisor D with simple
normal crossings such that X s V y D. The proper transform of the
pencil L defines on V a P1-fibration p: V “ P1. Furthermore, the divisor
 .D contains two cross sections M , M and two complete possibly singular0 1
fibers G , G . The closures C , C of the curves in X defined respectively0 ‘ 1 2
l  .by x y q p x s 0 and x s 0 are the irreducible components of a third
singular fiber G such that C l X ( A1# and C l X ( A1. By the1 1 2
 .contractions of the y1 curves contained in the fibers G and G and by0 ‘
the elementary transformations, we may assume that G and G are the0 ‘
 2 .  2 .smooth fibers and that M s 0 and M F y1. We may also assume0 1
 .that C is a unique y1 curve in the fiber G . In fact, when there are no2 1
 .  .y1 curves in G except possibly for C and C , the curve C is a y11 1 2 2
curve. By a half-point detachment and the subsequent contractions of
 .y1 curves in G y C , we may get rid of the component C and make1 1 2
the dual graph of G a linear chain without altering the Kodaira dimen-1
sion of X. The rest of the argument is the same as in Lemma 3.8. Q.E.D.
 .In order to treat the case 3 of Theorem 3.7, we need the following
w xresult of Fujita 6 . Let be a nonsingular projective surface and let D be a
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reduced effective divisor on V with normal crossings such that V y D is a
 .given affine surface X. We call such a pair V, D an NC-completion of X.
w xWe refer to 6, 8.9 and 6.21 for the definition of NC-minimal completion.
 .LEMMA 3.10. Let X be a smooth affine rational surface with k X s 0
 .and Pic X s 0. Then the following assertions hold:
 .  .1 Let V, D be an NC-completion of X. By a sequence of blowing-
 .downs of y1 cur¤es in the boundary di¤isor D and half-point detachments,
we find an NC-minimal completion of a smooth affine surface such that X 9 is
an open set of X and that X y X 9 is a disjoint union of the affine lines.
 .2 Suppose X has an NC-minimal completion. Then X is isomorphic to
either one of the following two surfaces:
 . 2i X s P y D, where D is a sum of three nonconcurrent lines.
 . 2ii X s P y D, where D is a sum of a line and a smooth conic
meeting each other trans¤ersally.
 .  .3 Let V, D be an NC-completion of a smooth affine rational
 .  .surface with k X s 0 and Pic X s 0. Then the dual graph of the bound-
ary di¤isor D has only one loop.
 .  .LEMMA 3.11. In the case 3 of Theorem 3.7, we ha¤e k X s 1.
 .  .Proof. Note that deg a x ) deg a x by the hypothesis. Let0 1
 .  .  .  .A X, Z , A X, Z be the homogenizations of a x , a x , respectively,0 1 0 1
 .  .where x s XrZ. Let d s deg a x and e s deg a x . Then the homoge-0 1
 .  .nization of the polynomial f s a x y q a x is0 1
F X , Y , Z s A X , Z Y q A X , Z Z r , r [ d y e q 1. .  .  .0 1
Write
a x s x d q c x dy1 q ??? qc , c g k , .0 1 d i
 .where we may assume that a x is a monic polynomial. Let C be the0
 .curve defined by F X, Y, Z s 0. Then the curve C meets the line at
 .  .infinity l at the points P s 1, 0, 0 and Q s 0, 1, 0 . It is clear that C‘
meets l transversally at the point P and that the defining equation of C‘
at Q is written as
A x , z q A x , z z r s 0, .  .0 1
where we denote, by abuse of notation, XrY, ZrY by x, z, respectively.
We perform the blowing-ups centered at the point Q and its infinitely near
 .points to obtain a pair V, D of a smooth projective surface V and a
reduced effective divisor D with simple normal crossings, which is the
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 .reduced total transform of C q l . Since a x s 0 has two or more roots,0‘
it follows that the dual graph of D contains more than one loop. So,
 .k X s 1 by Lemma 3.10. Q.E.D.
Finally we prove the following:
 .  .LEMMA 3.12. In the case 4 of Theorem 3.7, we ha¤e k X s 1.
Proof. Let L be the linear pencil on P 2 whose members are the
m n  .closures of the curves x y l y s 0, where l g k j ‘ . Then L has two
 .  .  .base points P s 0, 0, 1 and P , which is 0, 1, 0 if m ) n and 1, 0, 0 if0 1
m - n. Now, by the elimination of the base points of L, we obtain a
nonsingular projective surface V on which the proper transform L9 of L
1 1  .defines a P -fibration p: V “ P . The last y1 curves arising from the
elimination process of the base points give rise to two cross sections of the
fibration p. Furthermore, the fibration p has two singular fibers G and1
G containing respectively the closures of the curves x s 0 and y s 0 as2
the irreducible components C and C of multiplicities m and n. We may1 2
 .  .  .assume that C resp. C is a unique y1 curve in G resp. G . Then,1 2 1 2
w xby virtue of 15, p. 81 , we have
1 1
D q K G 1 q 1 y q 1 y y 2 G,V  /  / /m n
where D is the boundary divisor and G is a smooth complete fiber of p.
 .  .Since m ) 1, n ) 1, and gcd m, n s 1, we conclude k X s 1. Q.E.D.
Â4. DETERMINATION OF ETALE ENDOMORPHISMS
Let a : X “ X be a nontrivial etale endomorphism. Namely we assumeÂ
that a is not an automorphism. We shall then determine the k-algebra
w x w xendomorphism a*: k x, y, 1rf “ k x, y, 1rf associated with a . In order
to decide whether or not an etale endomorphism a of X is a finiteÂ
morphism, we shall use the following well-known results.
LEMMA 4.1. Let a : X “ X be an etale finite endomorphism and letÂ
 .d s deg a . Then the Euler number E X must be zero pro¤ided d ) 1.
 .Proof. Let E X be the topological Euler number of X. Then we have
 .  .  .E X s dE X , whence E X s 0 if d ) 1. Q.E.D.
w xThe next result is due to Suzuki 17 .
LEMMA 4.2. Let X be a smooth affine surface and let r : X “ B be a
morphism onto a smooth cur¤e B whose general fibers are irreducible and
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reduced. Then we ha¤e the equality of Euler numbers
E X s E B E F q E F y E F , .  .  .  .  . . i
i
where F is a general fiber of r and the summation is o¤er all the singular fibers
F of r. Furthermore,i
E F G E F .  .i
for all i and the equality occurs if and only if either F ( A1 or F ( A1# and
 .F ( F.i red
 .We shall start with the case 1 of Theorem 3.7.
THEOREM 4.3. Let f s x a y b q 1 with a G 1, b G 1, ab / 1 and
 .gcd a, b s 1. Then we ha¤e either a s 1 or b s 1. Suppose a s 1 by
switching the roles of x and y if b s 1. Then a* is written as
mbxy q 1 y 1 .u ¤b ba* x s r xy q 1 , a* y s sy xy q 1 , .  . .  .by
where r, s g k* and u, ¤ , m g Z satisfying one of the following conditions:
 . bi rs s 1, u q b¤ s 0, c s 1, w s m;
 . bii rs s y1, u q b¤ s ym, c s 1, w s ym.
 .Let d be the degree of the endomorphism a . Then d F m gcd m, ¤ . Further-
more, a is not a finite morphism.
Proof. Let r : X “ B be the A1#-fibration whose general fibers F are
defined by x a y b q l s 0 with l g k. By Lemma 3.2, the endomorphism a
induces an endomorphism b : B “ B such that r ( a s b ( r. Since B (
A1#, the endomorphism b is an etale finite endomorphism. Indeed, writeÂ
w y1 xB s Spec k t, t . Then the associated k-algebra homomorphism b *:
w y1 x w y1 x  . dk t,t “ k t, t is given as b * t s t after a suitable change of the
coordinate t. Furthermore, there exists a splitting
ba 9 X
a : X “ X = B , b “ X , .B
where b is the projection which is an etale finite morphism and a 9 is anÂX
etale morphism. Consider first the case a ) 1 and b ) 1. The fibration rÂ
has a unique singular fiber F s aC q bC with C ( C ( A1 and C , C0 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .meeting transversally in a single point Q. Let P s r Q . Since each point
y1 .of b P corresponds to a singular fiber of r, it follows that b is an
automorphism. Hence a s a 9 in the above splitting. Then the inverse
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 .image a* F is supported by the fiber F on the upper surface X. Note0 0
 .  .that the image a F is surjective onto F , C or C . This implies that0 0 red 1 2
 .  .the point Q lies in the image a X , which is an open set of X. So, a F0
 .is an open set of F . If a F / F there would be nonconstant invertible0 0 0
functions either on C or C . This is not the case. Hence the set-theoretic1 2
 .  .image of F by a is F , and it follows that a* F s F . Since gcd a, b s0 0 0 0
 .  .1, we have a* C s C and a* C s C . So, we may write1 1 2 2
u ¤a b a ba* x s r x y q 1 x , a* y s s x y q 1 y , 1 .  .  . .  .
where r, s g k* and u, ¤ g Z. Since a* sends the invertible elements of
w y1 xA s k x, y, f into the invertible elements of A, we have
wa b a ba* x y q 1 s c x y q 1 . 2 . .  .
 .  .Hence, by plugging the expression 1 into 2 , we obtain
wauqb¤a b a b a b a br s x y q 1 x y q 1 s c x y q 1 . 3 . .  .
a b  .By replacing x y by a variable t, one may view the equation 3 as a
fractional relation in t:
wauqb¤a br s t q 1 t q 1 s c t q 1 . .  .
Then one can show easily that one of the following cases occurs:
 . a bi r s s 1, au q b¤ s 0, c s 1, w s 1;
 . a bii r s s y1, ua q ¤b s y1, c s 1, w s y1.
Namely we have
"1a b a ba* x y q 1 s x y q 1 . .  .
 .Then it is readily verified that a* hence a is an automorphism.
We consider next the case a s 1 and b ) 1. The other case a ) 1 and
b s 1 is handled in a similar fashion. Since b : B “ B is a cyclic etaleÂ
 i 4covering of degree, say m, the cyclic group v s z ; i s 0, . . . , m y 1m
acts on B so that the quotient Brv is isomorphic to the lower curve B,m
where z is a primitive mth root of the unity. Let t s xy b q 1. Since the
w y1 xcoordinate ring of B is k t, t , the action of v is given as
z i : t ‹ z i t .
y1 .  1. m.4 U  . 1. m.Let b P s P , . . . , P . Then b F s F q ??? qF , whereX 0 0 0
F  i. is a copy of F and lies over the point P  i.. Write F  i. s C  i. q bC  i.0 1 2
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 . 1.  .  i., Ufor 1 F i F m. We may assume that a 9 F s F and a 9 F s C [0 0 i 1
 i.   i.  i.. y1  i..C R C l C for 2 F i F m, where F s r P . The restriction of1 1 2 i
a 9 on F is an isomorphism on each irreducible component because an0
etale endomorphism of A1 is an automorphism. Then we may writeÂ
my1
ub ia* x s r 9 xy q 1 x z t y 1 .  .  .
is1
my1
ub is r xy q 1 x t y z .  .
is1
t m y 1ubs r xy q 1 x .
t y 1
mbxy q 1 y 1 .ubs r xy q 1 . by
and
¤ba* y s sy xy q 1 , .  .
where r, r 9, s g k* and u, ¤ g Z. Since
wb ba* xy q 1 s c xy q 1 with c g k*, .  .
we conclude that one of the following cases occurs:
 . bi rs s 1, u q b¤ s 0, c s 1, w s m;
 . bii rs s y1, u q b¤ s ym, c s 1, w s ym.
So, we have an expression as given in the statement above. We note that
 .  .the Jacobian determinant of a* x and a* y with respect to x and y is
uq¤qm y1brsm xy q 1 .
 .in the case i and
uq¤y1brsm xy q 1 .
 .   .  ..in the case ii , which is invertible. Let K s k a* x , a* y . Then0
 b .m m  b .  b .wxy q 1 g K and hence y g K because a* xy q 1 s xy q 10 0
 .  b .¤and a* y s sy xy q 1 . Since the equation
mbxy q 1 y 1 .uba* x s r xy q 1 .  . by
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 b .¤yields only a relation which follows from y xy q 1 g K , we know that0
 .  . b .  b .¤  b .m  .k x, y s K y xy q 1 and xy q 1 , xy q 1 g K y . Hence the0 0
 .degree d of the endomorphism a is less than or equal to m gcd m, ¤ in
both cases.
We shall show that a is not a finite morphism. Note that a general fiber
of r is isomorphic to A1#. More precisely, every fiber but one reducible
fiber is isomorphic to A1# if taken with the reduced structure, and the
reducible fiber consists of two affine lines meeting in one point transver-
 .sally. Hence E X s 1 by Lemma 4.2. Now a must be an automorphism
by Lemma 4.1 provided a is a finite morphism. Q.E.D.
w y1 x a bCOROLLARY 4.4. Let X s Spec k x, y, f with f s x y q 1 and a ) 1
and b ) 1. Then any etale endomorphism of X is an isomorphism.Â
We need to treat the case f s xy q 1 in a different way.
THEOREM 4.5. Let f s xy q 1. Then an etale endomorphism a* is gi¤enÂ
by
n yn
a* x s r xy q 1 xg x , y , a* y s s xy q 1 yh x , y , .  .  .  .  .  .
w . l xwhere r, s g k*, rs s 1, n g Z, gh s xy q 1 y 1 rxy, and l g Z or
n yn
a* x s r xy q 1 yg x , y , a* y s s xy q 1 xh x , y .  .  .  .  .  .
w . l xwhere r, s g k*, rs s 1, n g Z, gh s xy q 1 y 1 rxy, and l g Z. Fur-
thermore, a is not a finite morphism.
Proof. We may write
w x , y c x , y .  .
a* x s , a* y s , .  . ed xy q 1 .xy q 1 .
 .  . w xwhere d, e g Z, w x, y , c x, y g k x, y , and d, e G 0. Since xy q 1 is
an invertible element of A, we have the relation
l
a* xy q 1 s g xy q 1 , .  .
where g g k* and l g Z. Then it follows that
dqe l
wc s xy q 1 g xy q 1 y 1 . ) .  .  . .
Note that a* is an automorphism if g s l s 1. Let t s xy q 1. Consider-
 .ing the possible decomposition of the right side of the equation ) in
w xk x, y and switching the roles of x and y if necessary, we have the
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following four cases:
u ¤
l ld9 e9i i1 w s g t t q s , c s g t t q s , .  .  . 1 i 2 i
is1 isuq1
where g / 1, g , g g k*, g g s g , d9, e9 g Z , d9 q e9 s d q e, s g1 2 1 2 G 0 i
¤  . l i l y1k*,  t q s s t y g ;is1 i
u9 ¤ 9
X Xdqn eyn2 w s g t xy t q s , c s g t t q s , .  .  . 1 i 2 i
is1 isu9q1
¤ 9  X.  l .where n g Z with d q n G 0 and e y n G 0,  t q s s t y 1 ris1 i
 .t y 1 with ¤ 9 s l y 1 and g g s 1;1 2
u9 ¤ 9
X Xdqn eyn3 w s g t x t q s , c s g t y t q s , .  .  . 1 i 2 i
is1 isu9q1
¤ 9  X.  l . where n g Z with d q n G 0 and e y n G 0,  t q s s t y 1 r tis1 i
.y 1 with ¤ 9 s l y 1 and g g s 1;1 2
u9 ¤ 9
X Xdqn eyn4 w s g t y t q s , c s g t x t q s , .  .  . 1 i 2 i
is1 isu9q1
¤ 9  X.  l .where n g Z with d q n G 0 and e y n G 0,  t q s s t y 1 ris1 i
 .t y 1 with ¤ 9 s l y 1 and and g g s 1.1 2
 .  .In the cases 1 and 2 , it is easily verified that the Jacobian determi-
 .nant J x, y is 0. So, a is not an etale endomorphism.Â
 .Consider the case 3 . Then, taking the differentials, we have the matrix
relation
g t ny1 0da* x . dx1s A ,yny1  /dy /da* y  / . 0 g t2
where
 .  .  2 .  . 2  . 2  .nt q t y n g t q t y t g 9 t nx g t q x tg 9 t
As
2 2 2 / .  .  .  .  .  .yny h t q y th9 t t y nt q n h t q t y t h9 t
and
u9 ¤ 9
X Xg t s t q s , h t s t q s . .  .  .  . i i
is1 isu9q1
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 . ly1Now we compute J x, y to be l t which is an invertible element of
w y1 xA s k x, y, t . This relation holds for any partition of the linear factors
 l .  .of t y 1 r t y 1 into g and h.
 .We consider the case 4 . Then we have the differential matrix relation
g t ny1 0da* x . dx1s A ,yny1  /dy /da* y  / . 0 g t2
where
2  . 2  .  .  .  .  .ny g t q y tg 9 t nt q t y n g t q t t y 1 g 9 t
As
2 2 / .  .  .  .  .  .t y nt q n h t q t t y 1 h9 t ynx h t q x th9 t
 .  .  .with g t and h t being the same as in the case 3 . Then we compute
 . ly1J x, y to be yl t , which is an invertible element of A. So, this case
 l .  .also holds for any partition of the linear factors of t y 1 r t y 1 into g
and h. The last assertion that a is not a finite morphism can be proved by
the same argument as in Theorem 4.3. Q.E.D.
 .We consider next the case 2 of Theorem 3.7.
a l  ..b  .THEOREM 4.6. Let f s x x y q p x q 1 with a, b, l ) 0, gcd a, b
 .  .s 1, deg p x - l and p 0 / 0. Then b s 1 and a* is gi¤en as
max z q 1 y 1 .u ¤a aa* x s r x z q 1 x , a* z s s x z q 1 , .  .  .  . ax
l  . awhere z s x y q p x , r, s g k*, u, ¤ , m g Z, and m G 2 such that r s s 1,
au q ¤ s 0 or r as s y1, au q ¤ s ym. Let d be the degree of the endo-
 .morphism a . Then d F m gcd m, u . Furthermore, a is not a finite mor-
phism.
Proof. We consider the A1#-fibration r : X “ B, which has a unique
singular fiber F , where F s aC q bC with C and C defined by x s 00 0 1 2 1 2
l  . 1 1and x y q p x s 0, respectively. Note that C ( A , C ( A #, and C l1 2 1
C s B. Since the A1#-fibration r is defined by f , the endomorphism a of2
X induces an etale finite endomorphism b of B such that r ( a s b ( rÂ
 .cf. Lemma 3.2 .
Suppose first that a ) 1 and b ) 1. The given nontrivial etale endomor-Â
phism a : X “ X decomposes as
ba 9 X
X “ X = B , b “ X , .B
where a 9 is etale and b is the base change of b. Let m be the degree ofÂ X
 .b. Then the base change r : X = B, b “ B has singular fibersB B
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F 1., . . . , F m., each of which is isomorphic to the fiber F . Since the image0 0 0
 .  . 1. m.a 9 X in X = B, b is an open set and meets each of F , . . . , F ,B 0 0
y1 1.. y1 m..there would be the singular fibers a 9 F , . . . , a 9 F . This implies0 0
that m s 1. Namely, b is an automorphism. Let
z s x l y q p x and t s x az b q 1. .
Note that the curves C and C are defined by x s 0 and z s 0, respec-1 2
tively and that t is invertible. As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we have
 .  .  .a C s C and a C s C . Since gcd a, b s 1, this remark implies that1 1 2 2
a* x s rt u x , a* z s st¤ z , .  .
where r, s g k* and u, ¤ g Z. Furthermore, we have
a* t s ctw .
with c g k* and w g Z. As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we deduce from
these data that one of the following cases occurs:
 . a bi r s s 1, au q b¤ s 0, c s 1, w s 1;
 . a bii r s s y1, ua q ¤b s y1, c s 1, w s y1.
 . "1Then it follows that a* t s t and x, y are rational functions of
 .  .a* x , a* y . Namely, a is a birational etale endomorphism. So, a sendsÂ
X to an open set of X injectively by Zariski's main theorem. Then a is an
w x w  .xautomorphism by 2, 4 and 5, Chap. IV, 17.9.6 .
Next consider the case where a s 1 and b ) 1. With the above nota-
 . 1.  .  i., U  .tions, we then have a 9 F s F and a 9 F s C 2 F i F m , where0 0 i 1
 i.   i..  i.  i.  i.F is the fiber of r lying over the point P [ r F , F s C q bC ,i X 0 0 1 2
C  i. ( A1 and C  i., U is the C  i. minus one point. Note that the fiber F is1 1 1 0
defined by t s 1 and b : B “ B is a cyclic covering of degree m. Hence we
may write
my1 mt y 1
u i u ¤a* x s r 9t x z t y 1 s rt x and a* z s st z , .  . . t y 1is1
 .where r 9, r, s g k* and u, ¤ g Z cf. the proof of Theorem 4.3 . Further-
more, we have
a* t s ctw .
with c g k* and t g Z. As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we deduce from
these data that one of the following cases takes place:
 . bi rs s 1, u s bn, ¤ s yn, c s 1, w s m;
 . bii rs s y1, u q b¤ s ym, c s 1, w s ym.
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 .  .We denote the Jacobian matrix of a* x and a* y with respect to x
  .  . .and y by J a* x , a* y rx, y . The relation
1 0 dxdx s l /  / / dydz ) x
and the chain rule imply the following matrix relation:
y1
a* x , a* z .  .1 0da* x . 1 0 dxs J .l l  / / / dy / / ) a* xda* y x , z . . ) x
<  .  . . <Thus a* x , a* y rx, y is the determinant of the matrix
y1
a* x , a* z .  .1 0 1 0
J ,l l / / /) a* x x , z . ) x
which is equal to
lx a* x , a* z .  .
J .l  /x , za* x .
We denote this by J for the sake of simplicity. We obtain
<   .  . . < uq¤qm y1  .J a* x , a* z rx, z is equal to rsmt in the case i and to
uq¤y1  .rsmt in the case ii . So, J is invertible in A if and only if
l
a* x . ll u l my 1 my2s r t t q t q ??? q1 .lx
is an invertible element in A. This is the case only if m s 1. Hence m s 1
and a* is an automorphism as in the previous case a ) 1 and b ) 1.
Consider the case a ) 1 and b s 1. Let t s x az q 1. With the same
 . 1.  .  i.  .notations as above, we have a 9 F s F and a 9 F s C 2 F i F m ,0 0 i 2
y1  i..  i.  i.  i.  i.  i. Uwhere F s r P , F s aC q C , C ( A , and C ( A . Wei 0 1 2 1 1 2 1
know that b : B “ B is a cyclic covering of degree m. So, we have the
following expression of a*
a* x s rt u x .
and
m
¤ iy1a* z s st z z t y 1 .  .
is2
t m y 1
¤s st z ,
t y 1
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where r, s, s9 g k* and u, ¤ g Z. Furthermore, we have
a* t s ctw .
with c g k* and w g Z. As in the proofs of Theorem 4.3 and the previous
cases, we obtain the following two cases:
 . ai r s s 1, au q ¤ s 0, c s 1, w s m;
 . aii r s s y1, au q ¤ s ym, c s 1, w s ym.
<   .  . . < uq¤qm y1We have then J a* x , a* z rx, z is equal to rsmt in the case
 . uq¤y1  .  . l l l u li and to rsmt in the case ii . Since a* x rx s r t , J is
invertible in A. So, a* with the above expression is an etale endomor-Â
phism. Hence the determinant J considered in the case a ) 1, b s 1,
which is equal to
rsmt N
, where N s u q ¤ q m y u l y 1 or u q ¤ y u l y 1,lr
w xis an invertible element of A s k x, y, 1rt .
Consider finally the case where a s b s 1. With the same notation as
above, we have
a 9 F s C  i. ,U or a 9 F s C  i. .  .i 1 i 2
for 2 F i F m and
1 a 9 C s C 1. and a 9 C s C 1. ,U .  .  .1 1 2 1
or
2 a 9 C s C 1. and a 9 C s C 1. . .  .  .1 1 2 2
 .  .In the cases 1 and 2 above, we have, respectively,
a* x s rt u xz t y a ??? t y a .  .  .1 p
a* z s st¤ t y b ??? t y b .  .  .1 q
and
a* x s rt u x t y a ??? t y a .  .  .1 p
a* z s st¤ z t y b ??? t y b , .  .  .1 q
 4  i < 4where r, s g k*, a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b s z i s 1, . . . , m y 1 with p q1 p 1 q
q s m y 1 and u, ¤ g Z. Furthermore, we have
a* t s ctw .
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with c g k* and w g Z. From the last relation, we can easily deduce
 .i rs s 1, u q ¤ s 0, c s 1, w s m,
 .ii rs s y1, u q ¤ s ym, c s 1, w s ym.
Now compute
lx a* x , a* z .  .
J [ J .l  /x , za* x .
 . <   .  . .In the case 1 , we have J a* x , a* z rx, z s 0, and this case does not
occur. In the second case, we have
a* x , a* z .  .
J  /x , z
t m y 1
uq¤ uq¤y1 ms rst q rs u q ¤ t t y 1 .  .
t y 1
q q t y b .ks1 kuq¤q rst t y 1 t y a ??? t y a .  .  . 1 p  /t y bjjs1
 p t y a .ks1 kpq t y b ??? t y b  , .  .1 q is1 5 /t y ai
my 1  . y mq1.  .which is equal to mt in the case i and to ymt in the case ii
and
lp a* x , a* z .  .
t y a J . i  / / x , zis1
because J is invertible in A. Note that am s 1 for 1 F i F p. Then it isi
 4easily verified that the above division occurs only if the set a , . . . , a is1 p
void, i.e., q s m y 1. In this case the expression of a* is the same as in
the case a ) 1 and b s 1. The estimation of the degree d of the etaleÂ
endomorphism a is similar to the case in Theorem 4.3.
The last assertion that a is not a finite morphism follows from Lemma
4.1 if one notes that the fiber F is isomorphic to A1#. Q.E.D.0
 .We shall consider the case 3 of Theorem 3.7. For a polynomial
 .  .   .  ..f s a x y q a x with gcd a x , a x s 1, we note that the following0 1 0 1
assertions hold:
 .  .  .1 f y l is reducible for l g k if and only if a x and a x y l0 1
have a common factor.
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 .  .  .2 A irreducible curve C defined by an equation b x y q b x s 00 1
 .  . w x  .with b x , b x g k x R 0 has only one place at infinity if and only if0 1
 .  .  .  .b x g k* cf. the proof of Lemma 3.11 . Suppose deg b x - deg b x .0 1 0
 .Let n be the number of distinct linear factors of b x . Then the curve C0
has exactly n q 1 places at infinity.
 .  .  .3 Since deg a x - deg a x , any irreducible divisor of f y l1 0
 .other than linear polynomials of the form x y c is of the form b x y q0
 .  .  .b x with deg b x - deg b x .1 1 0
 .  .  .THEOREM 4.7. In the case 3 of Theorem 3.7, write f s a x y q a x0 1
  .  ..  .  .with gcd a x , a x s 1 and deg a x - deg a x . Suppose that an etaleÂ0 1 1 0
endomorphism a of X preser¤es the A1#-fibration r : X “ B. Then a* is
written as
a* x s s x y g , .  .
l
d a x y q a x y a s x y g .  .  . . .0 1 1ydeg a  x .0a* y s s , .
a x .0
where s, d g k*, g g k, and l g Z satisfy the condition that s is an nth root
 .of unity with n being the number of distinct roots of a x s 0 and0
la x d a x y a s x y g . .  .  . . /0 1 1
Furthermore, no nontri¤ial etale endomorphisms a of X are finite morphisms.Â
The last assertion holds without assuming that a preser¤es the fibration r :
X “ B.
Proof. Our proof consists of two steps.
 . 1I Now look at the A #-fibration r : X “ B. In this case, x is a
parameter of the base curve B ( A1. By the hypothesis, a preserves the
A1#-fibration r. Note that every fiber of r is reduced and isomorphic to
either A1# or A1 and that the fiber F of r over a point x s c is0
1  .isomorphic to A provided c is a root of a x s 0. Note that the0
endomorphism b : B “ B is an automorphism because b is etale in thisÂ
case and B ( A1. The restriction a 9 on F is an isomorphism onto a fiber0
1  .  .  .isomorphic to A . Then we write a* x y c s s x y g , where a c s0
 .  .  .a g s 0 and s g k*. So, we may assume a* x s s x y g . Since0
l
a* a x y q a x s d a x y q a x , .  .  .  . .  .0 1 0 1
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with d g k* and l g Z, we conclude that
l
d a x y q a x y a s x y g .  .  . . .0 1 1
a* y s . .
a s x y g . .0
Taking the differentials, we have the following matrix relation:
s 0
da* x . ly1 dxd l a x y q a x .  . .s .0 1  /dy /da* y ) a x .  .0 0a s x y g . .0
So, the Jacobian determinant is
ly1
d l a x y q a x .  . .0 1
sa x . .0 a s x y g . .0
w   .  ..y1 xThis must be an invertible element of A s k x, y, a x y q a x .0 1
  ..  .  4Hence we have a s x y g s da x with d g k*. Let a , . . . , a be0 0 1 n
 .the set of distinct roots of a x s 0, where n G 2 by the hypothesis. Then0
 4the mapping a ‹ g q ars induces a permutation of the set a , . . . , a .1 n
n  .Hence it follows that s s 1. Since a* y is a polynomial in x and y, we
must have
la x N d a x y a s x y g . .  .  . .0 1 1
 .  .Then a* x and a* y are expressed in the form as given in the state-
ment.
 .  . 1II In the case 3 , the base curve B of the A #-fibration r : X “ B
is isomorphic to A1. Let n be the number of distinct roots of the equation
 .  .a x s 0. If f c s 0 for c g k then the fiber of r over the point x s c is0
isomorphic to A1. Hence the fibration r has as many singular fibers as the
 . 1distinct roots of a x s 0 which are isomorphic to A , and the other fibers0
of r are isomorphic to A1#. By Lemma 4.2, we then have the Euler
 .number E X s n. Suppose that an etale endomorphism a : X “ X is aÂ
finite morphism and not an automorphism. Hence a is an automorphism
unless n s 0 by Lemma 4.1. Since n G 2, this is a contradiction. Q.E.D.
 .Remark. Note that a x s 0 has two or more roots. Look at the0
1  4fibration w : X “ A # defined by the pencil f s l; l g k* . Let G be thel
 .  .fiber defined by f s l. Then G is reducible if and only if a x and a xl 0 1
w  .have a common factor x y c with c g k cf. the above remark 1 before
.Theorem 4.7 . Then G contains an affine line x s c. We claim that anl
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affine line, say C, defined by x s c and contained in a fiber of w is
mapped by a : X “ X to an affine line x s d and contained in a fiber of
 .w. Indeed, if a C is not contained in a fiber of w, there is a dominant
1  .morphism from C to A #. This is impossible. Hence a C is contained in a
 .  .fiber of w. Since a C has one place at infinity and since deg a x -1
 .  .deg a x by the hypothesis, we conclude that a C is an affine line0
defined by x s d for some d g k.
 .Finally, we consider the case 4 in Theorem 3.7.
w y1 x m nTHEOREM 4.8. Let X s Spec k x, y, f with f s y y x . Then the
following assertions hold:
 .1 Any etale endomorphism of X is a finite cyclic co¤ering.Â
 .2 It is gi¤en as
a* x s rf u x , a* y s sf ¤ y , .  .
where r, s g k* with r n s sm and u, ¤ g Z
 . 1Proof. 1 Consider the fibration w : X “ A # given by the pencil
 4f s l; l g k* . Let G be a fiber f s l. Then G is a smooth irreduciblel l
affine curve of fixed positive geometric genus and with only one place at
infinity. Then the coordinate ring of G has no nonconstant invertiblel
 .elements. This implies that a G is again a fiber of w. Namely there existsl
1 1  .an endomorphism c : A # “ A # such that w ( a s c (w. Suppose a Gl
s G for some m g k*. Since both G and G are curves with only onem l m
<place at infinity, the restriction of a is a finite etale morphism. SinceÂGl
<the Euler numbers of G and G are negative, the degree of a must beGl m l
one. Namely the endomorphism a is the base change of c : A1# “ A1# up
to an automorphism of X. Since c is a finite cyclic covering, so is a .
 . 12 By lemma 3.2, a preserves the A #-fibration r : X “ B. The
fibration r has two singular fibers F s mC and F s nC , where C and1 1 2 2 1
C are defined by y s 0 and x s 0, respectively. Note that C ( C ( A1#.2 1 2
Since the A1#-fibration r is canonical for the surface X, the endomor-
phism a of X induces a finite endomorphism, which we denote anew by
b , of B ( A1, such that r ( a s b ( r and b ramifies possibly over the
 .  .points P s r F for i s 1, 2. Note that m ) 1 and n ) 1 since k X s 1.i i
Let d s deg b. Then b ramifies totally over the points P and P1 2
because there are no multiple fibers in the fibration r other than F and1
F . The finite endomorphism b : B “ B extends to a finite morphism r :Ä2
P1 “ P1, which totally ramifies at the point P at infinity and the points‘
P and P . Then d s 1 by the Riemann]Hurwitz formula. Then a* is1 2
given in the form
a* x s rf u x , a* y s sf ¤ y , .  .
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 .  .where r, s g k* and u, ¤ g Z. Note that the case b P s P and b P1 2 2
 .s P is impossible since gcd m, n s 1. For otherwise, we would obtain a1
 .relation of divisors a* mC s nC , which is impossible. Furthermore, we1 2
must have
a* f s cf w .
with c g k* and w g Z. If m¤ G un, this yields a relation
sm f m¤yu n y m y r n x n s cf wyun .
Hence it follows that
d s 1, sm s r n s c, m¤ s un, w y un s 1.
If un G m¤ , we have the same relation as above. Then a computation of
 .  . i .the Jacobian determinant J x, y of a* x and a y with respect to x
and y gives rise to
J x , y s rs 1 q m¤ f , .  .
 .where w s 1 q m¤ / 0 since m ) 1. So, the morphism a given by a* x
u  . ¤s rf x and a* y s sf y is an etale endomorphism of X sÂ
w y1 xSpec k x, y, f . We shall show that a is a finite morphism. Let A s
w y1 x  . w  .k x, y, f . Since a* f s cf , f is integral over a* A . Meanwhile, it is
easy to see that
x n x n y m y m
a* s , a* s . /  /f f f f
n  n . nHence x s a* x rf f and x rf g A, which implies that x is integral
 .  .over a* A . Similarly, y is integral over a* A . So, A is integral over
 .a* A , and a is a finite morphism. Q.E.D.
Remark. With the above notation, assume without loss of generality
that n ) m and let
N s mn t y 1 q 1 and e s n m y m t y 1 q q q 1, .  .  .1 0
where t, q , m are integers such that t G 2, n s mq q m with q ) 00 1 0 1 0
and 0 - m - m. Consider a cyclic group action of order N on the affine1
2 w xplane A s Spec k x, y given by
x ‹ z x , y ‹ z e y ,
 . .where z is a primitive Nth root of unity and e s n m y m t y 1 q q1 0
 i 4 m nq 1. Let G s z ; 0 F i - N . Then y y l x is a semi-invariant polyno-
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mial of weight n. The G-action on A2 is extended to a G-action on the
2 w xprojective plane P s Proj k X, Y, Z by setting
X ‹ z X , Y ‹ z eY , Z ‹ Z,
 m nym nwhere x s XrZ and y s YrZ. Consider a pencil L s Y Z s l X ;
 .4 2  .l g k j ‘ on P . The pencil L has base points at X, Y, Z s
 .  .0, 0, 1 , 0, 1, 0 and their infinitely near points. One can eliminate the base
points of the pencil L by G-equivariant blowing-ups. Namely, in each step
of the blowing-ups, the center of blowing-up is a G-fixed point under the
induced G-action. Let V “ P 2 be a composite of the blowing-ups such
that the proper transform of the pencil L is free from the base points.
 .  .Then the last y1 curves there are two of them appearing in the last
step of the blowing-ups are contained in the fixed-point locus under the
induced G-action on V. We thus obtain a P1-fibration w : V “ P1 which
has two singular fibers F and F coming from the multiple members0 ‘
y m s 0 and x n s 0 of L and whose smooth fibers are the property
transforms of the other members of the pencil L. Consider the quotient
space W [ VrG. Then there is a P1-fibration on W whose fibers are the
images of the fibers of the P1-fibration w under the quotient morphism p :
Ä .  .V “ W. The fibers p F and p F have quotient singular points. Let W0 ‘
be the minimal resolution of the quotient singularities on W. Then one can
Äshow that W contains X as a Zariski open set and that the quotient
morphism p : V “ W induces a finite etale endomorphism a : X “ X ofÂ
degree N. Thus one can construct geometrically the finite etale endomor-Â
phisms of X. The details are given in the Appendix.
APPENDIX:
ÂGeometric Construction of Certain Finite Etale Endomorphisms
Hisayo Aoki and Masayoshi Miyanishi
1. Introduction
In Theorems 1.3 and 4.8, the following result is proved.
 .THEOREM. Suppose k X G 0. Then X has no etale finite endomor-Â
phisms unless X is isomorphic to the surface A2 y F , where F is a cur¤e0 0
m n  .defined by f [ y y x s 0 for positi¤e integers m, n with gcd m, n s 1. If
f s y m y x n, any etale endomorphism a : X “ X is a finite cyclic co¤eringÂ
and has the following expression in terms of the associated algebra endomor-
w y1 xphism a* of k x, y, f
a* x s rf u x , a* y s sf ¤ y , .  .
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where r, s g k* with r n s sm and u, ¤ g Z. Furthermore, deg a s 1 q un s
1 q ¤m.
The purpose of the present Appendix is to give a geometric construction
of the above finite cyclic covering for the surface X s A2 y F , where F0 0
is defined by f [ y m y x n s 0. A main result of the Appendix is Theorem
3.2 below and the crucial result is Lemma 3.1. By Theorem 3.12 in the
main body, X has the logarithmic Kodaira dimension one and that X has
an A1#-fibration r : X “ B with B ( A1, which is given by a linear pencil
 m n 14 m nL s y y l x s 0; l g P with one member y s x removed. Fur-
thermore, an etale endomorphism a : X “ X preserves the A1#-fibrationÂ
by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. In other terms, there exists an endomorphism b :
B “ B such that r ( a s b ( r. Throughout the appendix, we assume that
m - n without loss of generality.
2. Action of a Cyclic Group on X
Let a : X “ X be an etale finite endomorphism given as above. TheÂ
 .  .proof of Theorem 4.8 1 implies that X is isomorphic to X = B, b andB
the endomorphism a is obtained as the base change b . Hence we have:X
LEMMA 2.1. With the notations in the abo¤e theorem, a is a finite cyclic
 i 4co¤ering of degree N [ 1 q un s 1 q ¤m. Let G s g ; 0 F i - N be a
cyclic group of order N and let z be a primiti¤e Nth root of unity. Then the
G-action on X is gi¤en as
g x s zyu x , g y s zy¤ y.
2  4 w y1 xLet Y s A y 0 . Then X s Spec k x, y, f is a Zariski open set of Y.
In fact, X s Y y F , where F is the curve defined by f s 0. There is an0 0
1 Ä Ä 1 1A #-fibration r : Y “ B, where B ( P , and the A #-fibration r : X “ B isÄ
the restriction of r onto the open set X. Furthermore, the A1#-fibration rÄ Ä
has two multiple irreducible fibers with respective multiplicities m and n.
The endomorphism b : B “ B such that r ( a s b ( r extends to an
Ä Ä Ä Äendomorphism b : B “ B. We denote the point B y B by P . Then‘
Äy1 Ä .b P consists of a single point P . Hence b is totally ramified over P .‘ ‘ ‘
ÄWe shall look into the ramification of the morphism b on B. Note that
Äy1 y1 .  .b B s b B s B.
LEMMA 2.2. Let the notation and the assumptions be the same as abo¤e.
Then the following assertions hold:
 .1 Let P be a point of B such that the fiber of r o¤er P is reduced.
Then b is unramified o¤er P.
 .2 Let P and P be the points of B such that the fibers of r o¤er P0 1 0
y1 .and P are multiple fibers of respecti¤e multiplicities m and n. Then b P1 0
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y1 Ä1. Ä p.  ..resp. b P consists of one unramified point and points P , . . . , P1 0 0
Ä1. Äq.with ramification index m resp. one unramified point and points P , . . . , P1 1
.with ramification index n .
Ä .Proof. 1 Let t be a local parameter of B at the point P. Let P be a
a Ä .point of B which maps to P. Suppose b * t ; t at the point P with
y1 .a ) 1. Let R be a smooth point of the fiber 2 r P and let u be a local
y1 .  4parameter of the curve r P at R .Then t, u is a local system of
Äparameters of X at the point R. Let R be a point on the fiber of r over
Ä Ä .the point t s 0 such that b R s R. Since a : X “ X is unramified at R,
  .  .4the set b * t , b * u is a local system of parameters, while this is not the
 . acase because b * t ; t . This is a contradiction. Hence b is unramified
over P.
 .2 Let Q be a point of B which maps to P . Suppose that b0
ramifies at the point Q with ramification index e. Take a local parameter t
of B at the point P and a local parameter t at the point Q. Then0
 . e  . 1b * t ) t . Write r* P s mG with G ( A #. Take a smooth point R0 0 0
on G and a local parameter u of G at the point R. Then t ; um. In the0 0
 .subsequent arguments, we denote b * u by the same letter u for the sake
Äof simplifying the notation. Take a point R of the upper X which maps to
Q by r and R by a . Then, near the point, we have t e ; um, where we note
e m e m Ä .again that t ; u is synonymous to t ru s s with s R / 0. Let
Ä .l s gcd e, m , and write e s e9 l and m s m9 l . Since X is normal at R
 e9 m9. l e9 m9the relation t ru s s implies that s 9 s t ru is an invertible
element of the local ring O . Then the Euclidean algorithm implies thatÄX , R
there exists an element ¤ of O such that t ; ¤ m9 and u ; ¤ e9. Since uÄX , R
forms a local system of parameters at R with another element and since a
is etale, it follows that e9 s 1. Hence e s l and m s m9e. Suppose thatÂ
y1 .m9 ) 1. Then the fiber r Q is a multiple fiber. Hence its multiplicity is
either m or n. Since u ; ¤ and t ; ¤ m9, it follows that m9 is the
multiplicity and s m9. In this case e s 1. If m9 s 1. Then e s m. This
yields the assertion for the point P . The argument is the same for the0
point P . Q.E.D.1
A consequence of the above lemma is the following:
COROLLARY 2.3. Let b : B “ B be the endomorphism defined as abo¤e.
Then b is an automorphism.
ÄProof. Let d be the degree of b. Since b is totally unramified over the
point P , by the Riemann]Hurwitz formula, we have‘
1 q mp s d s 1 q nq, 1 .
y2 s y2d q d y 1 q m y 1 p q n y 1 q. 2 .  .  .  .
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 .  .By 1 we have mr s ns and by 2 we have
d y 1 s mp q nq y p q q . .
 .Replacing d by d s 1 q nq, we have q s m y 1 p. Similarly, we have
 .p s n y 1 q. Hence
q s m y 1 n y 1 q. .  .
Since m ) 1 and n ) 1, this implies q s 0. Similarly, p s 0. This implies
d s 1. Hence b is an automorphism. Q.E.D.
Let K be the function field of B over k and let X be the generic fiberK
1 w y1 xof r, i.e., X s X = Spec K. Then X ( A # s Spec k j , j be-K B K , K
cause the A1#-fibration r is untwisted. Set
y m
t s .m ny y x
w x  .Then B s Spec k T and K s k t . The generic fiber X is the affineK
curve
t
m ny s x 3 .
t y 1
2  .  .  .on A with the point x, y s 0, 0 deleted. Normalizing the curve 3 byK
taking the fractions of the powers of x and y, we may assume that
j s y arx b and
c dt t
n my s j , x s j /  /t y 1 t y 1
for some integers a, b, c, d. On the other hand, the etale endomorphismÂ
a : X “ X induces an etale finite endomorphism a : X “ X , whichÂ K K K
U  . Nmust be a cyclic Galois covering. Indeed, a j s j , where N is theK
 i 4degree of a . The cyclic group G s g ; 0 F i - N of order N acts on XK
and the quotient X rG is the lower X . With respect to the G-action, theK K
 .element t is invariant. Since un s ¤m and gcd m, n s 1, we may write
u s m l and ¤ s n l for some integer l . Since na s bm q 1, it follows
that gj s zylj .
So, the G-action is given as follows:
gj s zylj , g x s zyu x , g y s zy¤ y.
Let X 9 q XrG and let p : X “ X 9 be the quotient morphism. Then a :
X “ X factors as
p a 9
a : X “ X 9 “ X .
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 4Since the G-action on X is free on the open set x / 0, y / 0 , the degree
of p is N and hence a 9: X 9 “ X is a birational finite morphism. Since X
is smooth and X 9 is normal, a 9 is an isomorphism by Zariski's main
theorem. Thus we also see that a : X “ X is a cyclic Galois covering with
group G and the G-action on the upper X extends to the affine plane A2 .k
Note that
u s m l , ¤ s n l , N s 1 q mn l .
 . ylSince gcd N, l s 1, z is a primitive Nth root of unity. If one replaces z
by zyl then the G-action is normalized is such a way that
gj s zj , g x s z m x , g y s z n y , g f s z m n f . 4 .
 . mReplacing in 4 a primitive Nth root z by z , we may further normalize
the G-action as
g x s z x , g y s z e y , gj s zyn lj , g f s z n f , 5 .
 .where e is the unique integer such that 0 - e - d and em ’ n mod N .
We use this expression in order to look into the cyclic singularity on XrG.
We define the integers q , q , . . . , q by the following Euclidean algo-0 1 s
rithm applied to the given positive integers m, n with m - n and
 .gcd m, n s 1
n s q m q m , 0 - m - m ,0 0 1 1 0
m s q m q m , 0 - m - m0 1 1 2 1 2
??? ??? ???
m s q m q m , 0 - m - msy2 sy1 sy1 s sy1 s
m s q m , m s 1,sy1 s s s
 m n4 1where m s m. Consider a linear pencil L s y s l x , where the0 lg P
member is x n s 0 if l s ‘. The pencil L has base points at the point
 .  .x, y s 0, 0 and its infinitely near points. The blowing-ups with centers
at these base points are G-equivalent blowing-ups and will give exceptional
curves whose weighted dual graph G is given ass
y q q 2 y q q 2 y q q 2 .  .  . y 11 3 sy1
w x w x w xq y 1 o q y 1 o ??? o q y 1 o0 2 s
Gs
w xw xw x oq y 1oq y 1???oq y 1 sy1sy31
y q q 1 .y q q 2y q q 2  . . ssy2s
if s ’ 0 mod 2 .
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y q q 2 y q q 2 y q q 2 .  .  . y q q 1 .1 3 sy2 s
w x w x w xq y 1 o q y 1 o ??? o q y 1 o0 2 sy1
Gs
w xw xw x oq y 1oq y 1???oq y 1 ssy21
y 1y q q 2y q q 2  . . sy2s
if s ’ 1 mod 2 , .
w x  .where q y 1 means a linear chain of y2 curves of length q y 1. Thei i
 .y1 curve in the middle of the graph is a cross section of the proper
transform of the pencil L. The closure in P 2 of a curve y m y l x n of the
pencil L is defined by Y mZ nym s X n, where X, Y, Z are homogeneous
coordinates such that x s XrZ and y s YrZ. We denote by the same
symbol L the linear pencil formed by the closures in P 2 of the members of
2  .  .L. The pencil L on P has base pionts at the point X, Y, Z s 0, 1, 0
and its infinitely near points. The G-action on A2 extends to a G-action on
2 g .  e .P , which is given by X, Y, Z s z X, z Y, Z , and the blowing-ups of
 .the base points centered at 0, 1, 0 are G-equivariant blowing-ups. If we
eliminate these base points as well we have a nonsingular projective
surface V and a P1-fibration p: V “ C onto a complete curve C isomor-
phic to P1. The birational morphism s : V “ P 2 which eliminates the base
points of the linear pencil L is a composite of the G-equivariant blowing-
ups in the sense that the centers of the blowing-ups are the G-fixed points.
We have the following assertions, which are readily verified.
 . 2LEMMA 2.4. 1 The G-action on P extends to a G-action on V and the
morphism p: V “ C is a G-morphism with a tri¤ial G-action on C. Hence the
fibers of the P1-fibration p are preser¤ed under the G-action.
 . 2 The proper transform E of the cur¤e x s 0 or equi¤alently X s 0‘
2 .  .on P on V is a y1 cur¤e and it is an irreducible component with
multiplicity n of a degenerate fiber F of p whose weighted graph is a linear‘
 .chain consisting of the cur¤e E , the left-hand side the upper side G of the‘ ‘
 .y1 cur¤e in the abo¤e weighted dual graph and a similar graph D‘
determined uniquely by G ,‘
t
G E D ,‘ ‘ ‘
t  .where G is the re¤ersed graph of G , i.e., the ¤ertex of G connected to y1‘ ‘ ‘
 .cur¤e in the abo¤e dual graph G is a tip s an end ¤ertex of the dual graphs
of F . Each component of the fibers F is G-stable.‘ 0
 . 3 The proper transform E of the cur¤e y s 0 or equi¤alently Y s 00
2 .  .on P on V is a y1 cur¤e and it is an irreducible component with
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multiplicity m of a degenerate fiber F of p whose weighted dual graph is a0
 . tlinear chain consisting of the cur¤e E , the right-hand side the lower side G0 0
 .of the y1 cur¤e in the abo¤e weighted dual graph and a similar graph D0
determined uniquely by G :0
t
G E D0 0 0
Each component of the fibers F is G-stable.‘
 .  .4 The y1 cur¤es M and M arising the elimination of the base0 ‘
 .  .  .points accumulated at the points X, Y, Z s 0, 0, 1 , 0, 1, 0 , respecti¤ely,
are the cross sections of the P1-fibration p. Furthermore, M and M are0 ‘
pointwise G-fixed cur¤es.
 .5 Let V be the quotient VrG and let p : V “ V be the quotient
1morphism. Then V is a normal projecti¤e surface with a P -fibration p:
V “ C, where p ? p s p, and the morphism p is a finite morphism. Further-
 .  .more, p is totally ramified o¤er N [ p M and N [ p M and hence V0 0 ‘ ‘
is smooth in the neighborhoods of the cur¤es N and N , which are the cross0 ‘
1sections of the P -fibration p. The morphism p is unramified along the fibers
of p possibly except for the fibers F and F . Let F and F be the images of F0 ‘ 0 ‘ 0
and F under p . Then there appear finitely many cyclic quotient singular‘
points lying on the cur¤es F and F .0 ‘
Â3. Construction of Etale Endomorphisms
 .  .Now we replace the y1 curve in the graph G by a yl y 1 curve fors &
 .some positive integer l and denote the modified graph by G l . Then its
is the resolution graph of a cyclic quotient singular point. More precisely,
we have the following result. For the resolution of cyclic quotient singular-
w xity, see, for example, 3, p. 84 .
LEMMA 3.1. With the abo¤e notations, let N s mn l q 1 and e s n m y
.  im l q q q 1 for some positi¤e integer l . Let a cyclic group G s g ;1 0
4 2 w x g0 F i - N of order n act on the affine plane A s Spec k x, y by x s z x
and g y s z e y, where z is a primiti¤e Nth root of unity. Then the resolution&
2  .graph of the quotient singular point P of A rG is the graph G l gi¤en ass
abo¤e.
&
 .Proof. Write the graph G l ass
o o o ??? o o
y a y a y a y ar ry1 2 1
&
 .where the vertex with weight ya is the left end vertex of G l . Ther s
assertion is then equivalent to showing that the continued fraction associ-
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&
 .ated with the graph G l is equal to a fraction Nre:s
d 1
s a y1 1e
a y2 1. . y. 1
a y .ry1 ar
Namely, we have to show that if we write the continued fraction in the
form of a single fraction Nre then the numerator N and the denominator
e are given, respectively, by N and e specified in the statement. If we show
the assertion that the numerator is equal to mn l q 1 then the denomina-
tor is obtained uniquely by solving the congruence equation
em ’ n mod mn l q 1 and 0 - e - mn l q 1. .
 .Indeed, e s n m y m l q q q 1 is a unique solution.1 0
We prove the last assertion by induction on s. If s s 1 or 2 the assertion
Äis straightforward. Suppose s G 2. Let H be the graph obtained by&
 .removing the following string from G l :s
y q q 2 .1
w xq y 1 o .0
t ÄThen the reversed graph H is the dual graph obtained from a pair
 .  .m , m instead of m, n . Hence, by the induction hypothesis, the contin-1 0
t Äued fraction associated with H is equal to a fraction
m m l q 10 1
.
m m y m l q q q 1 .0 1 2 1
&t  .Then the continued fraction associated with G l is obtained by makings
the calculations
a m m y m l q q q 1 .0 1 2 1s q q 2 y ,1b m m l q 10 1
N9 q a y q y 1 b .0 0s ,
e9 q y 1 a y q y 2 b .  .0 0
 .  .where a, b, c, d are positive integers with gcd a, b s gcd N9, e9 s 1. A
straightforward computation shows that N9 s mn l q 1. Then we will be
done if we note the well-known fact that the continued fraction associated
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& &t .  .with G l and G l have the same numerator if they are written ass s
single fractions with coprime numerators and denominators. Q.E.D.
Let G and its action on A2 be the same as in Lemma 3.1. Note that
f s y m y x n is then a semi-invariant of weight n. Letting r : X “ B be the
1  m n4 1A #-fibration associated with the linear pencil y s l x , wherelg P
1 w xB ( A . Since B s Spec k t with
y m
t s m ny y x
and t is an invariant under the G-action, we know that the group G acts
on X in such a way that G preserves each fiber of r. We shall show that
XrG is isomorphic to X and that the quotient morphism q: X “ XrG
thereby gives rise to an etale finite endomorphism a : X “ X with degreeÂ
mn l q 1.
The above G-action on A2 extends to a G-action on P 2 by setting
X , Y , Z ‹ z X , z eY , Z . .  .
The birational morphism s : V “ P 2 which eliminates the base points of
the linear pencil L is, in fact, a composite of the G-equivariant blowing-ups
in the sense that the centers of the blowing-ups are the G-fixed points.
Furthermore, as shown in Lemma 2.4, the cross-sections M , M are0 ‘
pointwise G-fixed curves and the fibers of the P1-fibration p: V “ C are
preserved under the G-action. Each component of the fibers F and F0 ‘
are G-stable. Let V be the quotient VrG and let p : V “ V be the
1quotient morphism. Then V is a normal projective surface with a P -fibra-
tion p: V “ C, where p ? p s p, and the morphism p is a finite mor-
 .  .phism. Furthermore, p is totally ramified over N [ p M and N p M0 0 ‘ ‘
and hence V is smooth in the neighborhoods of the curves N and N0 ‘
1which are the cross-sections of the P -vibration p. The morphism p is
unramified along the fibers of p possibly except for the fibers F and F .0 ‘
Let F and F be the images of F and F under p . Then there appear0 ‘ 0 ‘
finitely many cyclic quotient singular points lying on the curves F and F .0 ‘
Let t : W “ V be the minimal resolution of these singular points and let
1q s p ? t : W “ C be the induced P -fibration.
Let A and A denote, respectively, the set-theoretic inverse images by0 ‘
t of the union of the images by p of the irreducible components of the
fibers F and F corresponding to the graphs G and G . Then A and A0 ‘ 0 ‘ 0 ‘
are the linear chains of the curves isomorphic to P1 because they are the
parts of the degenerate fibers of the P1-fibration q and the corresponding& &
parts on V are the linear chains. Let G and G denote, respectively, the0 ‘
weighted dual graphs corresponding to A and A . By the abuse of0 ‘
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notations, we may write
& &
y1 y1G s t p G , G s t p G . .  . .  .0 0 ‘ ‘
Then Lemma 3.1 asserts that the graph
& & &
G N G‘ 0 0
 .with all y1 curves and subsequently contractible curves contracted down&
2 .is the resolution graph G l of the quotient singular point P of A rGs &
2under the G-action on A specified therein, where N is the proper0 &
transform of N by t . In particular, if we denote by N the image of N by0 0 0
this contraction, we have
&22 2N s yl y 1, while N s N s yN. . /  /0 0 0
Let B and B denote, respectively, the inverse images by t of the union0 ‘
of the images by p of the irreducible components of the fibers F and F0 ‘
 .corresponding to the graphs D and D . We contract also the y1 curves0 ‘
and subsequently contractible curves contained in B and B . We thus0 ‘& &
 .obtain a birational morphism t : W “ W. Set N [ t N , where N is the‘ ‘ ‘&
proper transform of N by t , and let H be the weighted dual graph of‘ s
 .  .t B q N q t B .0 ‘ ‘
X ; V W W9
6 6
6
tps t t 96 6
V s VrG W2X ; P
1 1The P -fibration q: W “ C induces a P -fibration q: W “ C on the
surface W for which N and N are the cross sections of q. Let F be the0 ‘ 1
fiber of p: V “ C corresponding to the member y m s x n of the pencil L
2 y1 .on P and let F be the proper transform of p F by t ? t . Then F is a1 1 1
smooth fiber of q: W “ C. Now apply the elementary transformations
with centers at the point N l F and the infinitely near points lying on N .‘ 1 ‘
Namely, blow up this point and contract the proper transform of F . We1
repeat this transformation l times all together. Let t 9: W9 “ W be a
composite of the elementary transformations and let FX be the fiber on W91
Xcorresponding to F on W. Let N be the proper transform of N . Then1 0 0&
X 2 .  .N s y1 and the graph G l changes back to the graph G . Now0 s s& &
remove all the irreducible curves corresponding to the graphs G , H ands s
the fiber FX from W9 to obtain an open set U. By the construction of W9,1
the open set U is isomorphic to the surface X. More precisely, X is
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contained in the surfaces V, W, W, and W9 and X is intact under the
birational mappings t , t , and t 9. Hence the restriction of the quotient
morphism p : V “ V induces an etale finite endomorphism which is aÂ
Galois covering with group G.
Combining the observations in Section 2, we have thus proved the
following result.
w y1 x m nTHEOREM 3.2. Let X s Spec k x, y, f with f s y y x , where m, n
 .are integers larger than 1 with gcd m, n s 1. Let l be a positi¤e integer.
Then e¤ery etale endomorphism a : X “ X is a finite Galois co¤ering withÂ
Galois group G, which is a cyclic group of order mn l q 1. Furthermore, e¤ery
such etale endomorphism a : X “ X is obtained as the restriction on X of theÂ
quotient morphism A2 “ A2rG, where the G-action on A2 is specified in
Lemma 3.1.
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